GENERAL INFORMATION # 1

SOLICITATION # 2019-009-6773

SOLICITATION DESCRIPTION
Invitation for Bid for Purchase of Heavy Duty Automotive Batteries

(THIS IS NOT AN ADDENDUM)

The Dallas County Purchasing Department has received and hereby provides for general information purposes only the following questions and the County's responses.

Note: Due to time constraints, Dallas County will not be responsible for ensuring confirmation vendor / firm receipt of this and / or any further acceptance of and / or responses to future questions prior to the opening / due date.

Question 1: Is this an all or none solicitation?

Response: 2.25 Award: Dallas County shall award this contract to the lowest responsible and responsive bidder(s) who best meets the terms and conditions of the bid. Dallas County reserves the right to reject any or all bids in whole or in part, to make multiple awards, partial awards, or lump sum total awards, whichever may be most advantageous to the County.

Question 2: Item number 19 requests a bid for a “BCI Group 96” battery. We are not able to locate a BCI group 96 size to accurately bid this item. Is this a misprint or are there any other physical dimensions that can be provided for this battery to provide an accurate bid price?

Response: Please note the following revision: (see the addendum)
I requested 96R group And Redline the 96 for T-145
**Question 3:** On the "Certificate of Insurance Form" there is a line for Insurance Coverage Reviewed: What do you want on this line? Also, there is a section that says “Insurance Coverage Reviewed, and I just want to make sure that this is referring to the General Liability coverage. Please clarify.

**Response:** The agent should provide a list of the different coverages on this section.